
The Kia EV6.
Accessories.



Simply inspirational. The new Kia EV6 is the fully electric car that truly lives up to its dynamically charged  
appearance. Our carefully crafted accessories have been created so that you have  
the possibility to add a touch more distinction to this inspirational car. Our tailgate  
trim line is the perfect example. Shown here in brushed aluminium finish it precisely  
follows the sweep of the sleek full-width rear light cluster. All of our  accessories are  
engineered to the same stringent standards as the EV6, so they always complement  
its eye-catching design and they fit perfectly. 



Go everywhere in style.
If you’ve chosen a Kia EV6 you clearly have a highly refined sense of style. So you’ll  
appreciate the way our accessories create an effect that’s truly positive. Which means  
whenever you go out, you’ll never be out of style. Just take a closer look at our elegant  
tailgate trims and the dynamically styled range of alloy wheels on the next few pages.   



LED footwell illumination. Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with  
this premium touch that bathes the front footwell in exquisite ambient light 
whenever the doors are unlocked, fading out when the engine starts.  
Available in stylish red and classic white.  
66650ADE20 (red, first row) 
66650ADE20W (white, first row)

LED trunk and tailgate lights. Never feel helpless again while trying to  
find some specific item in the dark. Or step into something while doing so.  
The LED trunk and tailgate lights come to life as soon as you open the  
tailgate. Enjoy perfect visibility in and outside your trunk! 66652ADE00

Sport grip pedal kit. Treat your pedals to a sportier look. These metal  
sports pedals boast an awesome sure-grip finish. Accessory is shown in  
LED footwell illumination picture.
GIF05AK010 (LHD)
GIF05AK020 (RHD)

LED Puddle lights. The spotlight is on whenever you open the car door.  
These LED puddle lights add a distinctive yet subtle glow for a unique entrance – 
and increased visibility, especially in darkness. 66651ADE00 (not shown)

Enjoy confidence 
in every detail.
Indulge your talent for style. It will tell you that the greatest  
effects can be achieved by combining a variety of different  
visual elements. Exterior features like decals and trims work  
harmoniously with each other and can be complemented by  
interior lighting options that will confirm your confidence in  
inspirational style.  



Brushed aluminum optic

Piano black

Brushed aluminum optic

Tailgate trim line. Made-to-measure,  
made-to-impress: add a stylish edge to  
your tailgate with this trim line. Available in 
piano black and brushed aluminium optic.  
CV491ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic) 
CV491ADE00BL (piano black)

Door mirror trims. Attention to detail can 
make all the difference. Raise the overall 
visual impact of your EV6 by complementing 
its exterior styling with these brushed  
aluminium optic mirror trims.  
CV431ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic)



Decals, racing stripes. Add extra sportiness and a sense of speed to  
your ride with sleek and aerodynamic lines. The top-quality decals are  
precision-cut to fit the contours of your Kia EV6 and are available in  
black or white.  
CV200ADE00BL (glossy black) 
CV200ADE00WH (matt white)

Decals, racing stripes, matt white

Decals, racing stripes, glossy black



Wheels that
inspire every drive.

1a. Alloy wheel 19", NonSan
(graphite)

1b. Alloy wheel 19", NonSan
(bicolour)

4. Alloy wheel kit 20" 5. Alloy wheel kit 21"

4. Alloy wheel kit 20". 8.0Jx 20, suitable for 
255/45 R20 tyres. Kit includes a cap and five 
nuts. CVF40AK040 (GLS and GT-line)

5. Alloy wheel kit 21". 8.5Jx 21, suitable for 
255/40 R21 tyres. Kit includes a cap and five 
nuts. CVF40AK030 (only GT)

Locking wheel nuts. These locking wheel 
nuts provide reliable protection against theft. 
66490ADE50 (not shown)

TPMS Kit- Tyre Pressure Monitoring  
System Kit. This TPMS kit lets you check 
the air pressure in your tyres at all times. 
LP52940CG100K (GLS and GT-line) 
LP52940L8200K (only GT)

1. Alloy wheel 19", NonSan. 7.5Jx19, suitable 
for 235/55 R19 tyres. Cap included, original 
nuts can be used.  
1a. CV400ADE09GR (graphite/GLS and 
GT-line)
1b. CV400ADE09BC (bicolour/GLS and  
GT-line)

2. Alloy wheel kit 19". 7.5Jx19, suitable for 
235/55 R19 tyres. Kit includes a cap and  
five nuts. 
2a. CVF40AK010 (GLS/type-A)  
2b. CVF40AK020 (GT-line/ type-B)

3. Alloy wheel 20", GunSan. 8.0Jx 20,  
suitable for 255/45 R20 tyres. Cap included,  
original nuts can be used.  
3a. CV400ADE20GR (graphite/GLSand and 
GT-line)  
3b. CV400ADE20BC (bicolour/GLSand and 
GT-line)

2a. Alloy wheel kit 19" 2b. Alloy wheel kit 19"

3a. Alloy wheel 20", GunSan
(graphite)

3b. Alloy wheel 20", GunSan
(bicolour)

Wheel storage bags. Set of 4 wheel storage 
bags to keep your wheels, clothing and your 
storage place clean. Protects your car interior 
during transportation. 66495ADB01

Every component in this exciting fully electric car contributes  
to its positively inspirational character. The most eye-catching  
of them all are our Genuine alloy wheels. All have been designed 
to accentuate the car’s stunning design. But it doesn’t stop there: 
they also meet the most stringent Kia manufacturing standards, 
ensuring the necessary load-bearing capability, as well as  
contributing to aerodynamic efficiency.



Everyday life can be complicated enough. So convenience and simplicity are 
becoming the commodities that we all are looking for. The EV6 benefits from 
solutions that simply make our lives much easier. From our made-to-measure 
ice/sunscreen to fast charging, home-charging solutions and the Mode 3 
charge cable, we offer a wealth of accessories that can make your life easier.

Making life easier. 
Charging too.

Ice/sunscreen. Protects your cabin from heat build-up on hot sunny days,  
and ensures frost protection for your windscreen and front windows in  
freezing temperatures. Custom-made for the EV6, it is theft-proof when  
fitted. CV723ADE00

Charging cable, Mode 3. Fast charging (AC) your new EV6 could not be easier and faster. The charging cable, 
Mode 3 is equipped with Type 2 plugs at both ends and can be used for the day-to-day charging at public and 
domestic charging points that provide Type 2 sockets. High-grade materials make this charging cable extremely 
resistant to severe twisting or bending and extensive weatherproofing excludes the possibility of corrosion.  
Secure automatic locking to both the car and the charging point is provided by the Type 2 plugs. 
66632ADE023A (Type 2, Mode 3, 3-phase, 5m)

Vehicle-to-load (V2L). Get 220V of alternating current to power your devices, outside the Kia EV6. Fully 
charged, its vehicle-to-load feature offers 3.6kW of power, enough to run a large TV screen or a medium-sized 
air conditioner for 24 hours. Simply attach the V2L connector to the charging outlet.
CVH68AK0U0 (EU)
CVH68AK0E0 (UK)
CVH68AK0D0 (only Denmark)



Kia Charge Home Solution is a complete solution for a hassle free charging 
experience at home. An all-hat includes the home charger, the installation, 
service & maintenance and charge point management.

Having a charge point installed at home is easier than you think. Just visit your 
local Kia dealer and he will advise you the most suitable package for your 
needs. From there, in a fully digital process, you will be guided step by step 
until your charger is installed and ready to use. No matter what questions you 
have, a 24/7 service is always ready to support you.

Each of our Kia Charge options is robust, safety tested and reliable, with smart 
functionality to maximize energy efficiency and convenience. 

Main benefits:
• Charging capacity up to 7,4 (1-phase) or up to 11kW (3-phase)
• 5 meters charging cable included
• 5 to 8 times faster charging than with a normal home socket
• Easily manage reimbursements of charging costs (depending on the  
   chosen package)
• Safer charging than with a home socket
• Online ordering process
• Professional installation at home
• 24/7 customer support and 2 years maintenance service included (extendable)
• EV cloud and charge point management system (except Ecoline)
• Long-term future value
• Compatible with all other EV vehicles

What could be better than charging your Kia at the best of all possible
places: your home. Where you enjoy a maximum of convenience,
such as ideal overnight charging. So you can start every day with  
your electric Kia fully charged and ready to go.

Kia Charge Home Solution.

Kia Charge Proline &  Kia Charge Proline Business Kia Charge Ecoline & Kia Charge Ecoline Connect

1. Home Charger

2. Installation

3. Service and 
Maintenance

4. Chargepoint
Management



Within its sleek aerodynamic body, the exceptionally generous dimensions of 
the EV6 have so much to offer. Take full advantage of its roominess with your 
choice of purpose-designed Kia Genuine accessories. They make it easy for 
you to enjoy all kinds of excursions, from family outings with your dog to an 
individual expedition on two wheels.  So the only limits to your adventures will 
be in your mind!

It’s your life. 
Don’t miss a minute of it!

Trunk organizer, foldable. Perfect for quickly organizing  
and securing any kind of supplies, folding away flat making 
room for your next errand. With practical carrying straps  
and handholds for convenient transport outside your car.
66123ADE01

Dog guard. This robust grid is ideal for transporting your pet 
dog or a trunk full of cargo. Easy to install and a perfect fit 
between the rear seatbacks and roof, it makes sure everything 
stays securely where it should, without restricting the driver’s 
rear view. CV150ADE00

Bike carrier for all tow bars. The ideal companion for cycling 
holidays or day trips out. Designed for maximum enjoyment 
and minimum hassle. It can carry 2 bikes with a maximum 
payload of 60kg. Easy to load, it is theft-resistant and you  
can even open the tailgate with your bikes on the back! 
E823055001 (LHD)



Tow bar, detachable. Whenever you have substantial cargo  
in tow, this top-quality corrosion-resistant steel tow bar is ideal 
for efficient transportation. With the featured 3-ball locking 
system it can be detached simply, securely and discreetly. 
Please consult your dealer regarding the maximum towing 
load capacity for your vehicle. 
a. CV281ADE01 (GLS, GT-line)
b. CV281ADE00 (GLS)

Towbar wiring kit, 13-pole and 7-pole. Installation uses original vehicle 
connectors and a multifunctional trailer module which amplify all necessary 
signals. Compatible with both conventional bulb and LED trailer lights and  
featuring audible warning of trailer turn indicator or brake light malfunction. 
The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically switched off when a trailer 
is connected. With the new trailer lamp control feature, a notification is sent  
via vehicle cluster when a tail, brake or indicator light are broken on the trailer.  
 
The 13-pole wiring kit is prepared to manage additional caravan functions.
To ensure full functionality, +15/+30 is already included in the wiring.
13-pole: CV621ADE00PC* (waterproof socket housing)
7-pole: CV620ADE00PC* (with drainage holes to prevent water accumulation) 

Based on your actual tow bar usage, adapters are available to temporarily 
change 7-pole to 13-pole or vice versa. 
E919999137 (13-pole vehicle to 7-pole trailer/caravan adapter) 
55622ADB00 (7-pole vehicle to 13-pole trailer/caravan adapter)

*CV621ADE00PC and CV620ADE00PC are compatible for vehicles with trailer 
package (option code VGXD04).

Please consult your dealer for all functions of these products and for the  
maximum towing load capacity for your vehicle.

a.

b.



All weather mats, with colour accent. Whatever adventure 
you've been on, don't worry about wet, muddy or sandy  
shoes when you get back in the car. These durable and  
easy-to-clean floor mats protect the whole of your cabin  
floor. With a customized shape, and fixing points to hold  
them firmly in place. They feature the EV6, GT-line or GT  
logo in the first row.  
CV131ADE00 (LHD/EV6 logo), CV131ADE10 (RHD/EV6 logo) 
CV131ADE00GT (LHD/GT logo)
CV131ADE00GL (LHD/GT-line logo)

Textile floor mats, standard. Shield those areas of your  
cabin floor used most often from underfoot dirt with these 
protective floor mats made from hard-wearing needle felt  
material. Perfectly fitting your footwells, the mats feature  
the EV6 logo on driver's mat, plus fixing points and anti-slip 
backing. The driver’s mat is also reinforced with a heel pad  
for extra protection from wear.  
CV141ADE00 (LHD)
CV141ADE10 (RHD)

Textile floor mats, design style. Besides effective protection 
these high-quality velour floor mats also feature striking grey 
double stitching to match the seat trim. Tailor-made to fit the 
footwells perfectly, they feature the GT or GT-line logo in the 
front row and are held in place with fixing points and anti-slip 
backing.  
CV143ADE00GT (LHD/GT logo) 
CV143ADE10GT (RHD/GT logo) 
CV143ADE00GL (LHD/GT-line logo) 
CV143ADE10GL (RHD/GT-line logo)

Textile floor mats, velour. Keep your cabin unblemished  
for longer. These high-quality velour floor mats will protect 
your car’s interior from everyday dirt and enhance its look  
at the same time. Tailor-made to fit the footwells perfectly, 
they feature the EV6 logo in the front row and are held in 
place with fixing points and anti-slip backing.  
CV143ADE00 (LHD) 
CV143ADE10 (RHD)

Remember that feeling of pride when you got into your new car for the first 
time? Our range of specially designed accessories can help preserve that 
“showroom look” for years to come. All fit perfectly and have been specifically 
manufactured to protect the high quality of your EV6. It’s yet another way  
we help you enjoy life with this inspiring car. 

It pays to keep in 
good condition.



Trunk liner. However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this custom-made liner made from 80%  
bio-based sources will protect your trunk area. It is durable, anti-slip and waterproof with raised edges. 
CV122ADE00E (for vehicles without luggage board)
CV122ADE10E (for vehicles with luggage board)

Trunk mat. Whether you’re transporting your pet, your weekly shopping or your family’s luggage– 
this made-to-measure high-quality velour mat will keep your trunk looking clean, new and stylish in  
the long run. With press buttons is compatible with the fold-out bumper flap for extra protection.  
CV120ADE00 (trunk mat)
66120ADE00 (bumper flap for trunk mat)

Trunk liner extension. Specially designed to keep the  
backs of your folded rear seats in top condition when  
carrying potentially damaging long and rough items.  
Easy fixation with Velcro. Made from 90% bio-based  
sources. CV128ADE00E

Front trunk liner. A perfectly fitting protective liner for the 
front trunk, located under the hood of 2WD models. Made 
from 90% bio-based sources. CV126ADE00E



Warning triangle. Be prepared in unexpected situations. If your vehicle gets 
stranded, this high-visibility, lightweight triangle provides effective warning 
to approaching vehicles. Lightweight, stable and foldable. It complies with the 
current quality standard ECE-R27, and is a legal requirement in most European 
countries. 66942ADE01

Safety vest. Give your safety top priority with this high-visibility neon vest  
with reflective strips for maximum visibility in daylight and darkness. 
Easy to stow in the door storage, it complies with EN 20471, and is a legal 
requirement in most European countries. One size fits all. 66941ADE01 
(one vest)

Safety bag. Make sure you’re fully kitted 
out for unforeseen scenarios on the road. 
This safety bag contains two safety vests, 
a warning triangle and a first aid kit that 
complies with current DIN 13164:2014, a legal 
requirement in several European countries. 
66940ADE01

You can’t have too much safety. Complement the built-in safety 
of your EV6 with items from our certified safety accessories.

Your safety. 
Our priority.



Kia Europe GmbH
Theodor-Heuss-Allee 11
60486 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
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All information, illustrations and specifications are correct  
at the time of printing and are subject to change without notifica-
tion. The models and specifications shown in this brochure may 
vary from the models available in your market. Due to the limits 
of the printing process, the car body colours shown may differ 
slightly from actual colours. Please contact your local Kia dealer 
for the most recent information. 


